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Administrative   
6.0 NRP ID (VillageNo(2)_SectionNo(2)_TeamNo(1)_S.No(3)) _  _  -  _  _  -  _  -  _  _  _ 

6.1 
GPS 

Is the GPS code (2013) displayed on machine (when standing on the road, in front of the 
shop entrance)? □ [1=Yes; 2=No] 

6.2 
GPS 

If yes, record GPS code (2013) 
(Instructions: Navigation> Go To> Waypoint> Menu (Sort>Nearest)> Choose 
waypoint from list, nearest and matching your category > GO>Arriving at xxxxxxx) 

 
……………………..           (mark NA if not applicable) 

6.3 
GPS 

Mark new GPS point and note number (by standing on the road, in front of the entrance, 
with the correct date/time stamp) 

 
……………………….. 

6.4 
Observation 

Name of the physical activity place, from its display board (if any), or description and 
landmark (if open space) 

 
………………………..                  (mark 999 if no name) 

6.5 
Observation 
& Interview 

Is it open? 

□ [1=Yes; 2=No, closed at this time; 3=No, 

closed permanently] 

6.5.a 
Interview 

If it is temporarily closed, when will it open?   
(mark NA if not applicable) 

 i. Date  

 ii. Days  

 iii. Time  

Please note this NRP in the re-visits table and move on to the next NRP. You will return to complete the survey of this NRP at a time when it will be open 

6.5.b 
Interview 

If it is open, is the consent given to survey it?  

□ [1=Yes; 2=No] 

6.5.c 
Interview 

If the consent is not given, reason? 

□ [1=Not interested; 2=Do not have time; 

3=Others ………………; NA=NA] 
6.6 
Interview 

Since when has this physical activity place been open, in this location (exact point)? 
(mark 999 if interviewee does not know) 

 (a) Month  

 (b) Year  
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Properties of the physical activity place 
7.1 
Observation 

What is the type of physical activity place? (tick all that apply) 
 

□1=Gym or fitness center            □2=Pools or ponds for swimming               □3=Playground with facilities (eg. basketball net, cricket)                    

□4=playground without any facility (eg. common space used for games)       □5=Parks                       □6=Other………………………………………………………………  

7.2 
Interview 

a) Who owns the physical activity space? (tick all that apply) 

□[choose 1-6, as below] 

□1=Government                                                    □ 2=Non-Government Organization (NGO)                                       □3= Education institution                                                     

□4=Private-local                                                      □5=Private-non local                                                                            □6= Other…………………………………………… 

  b) If owned by an educational institution, who can use it for physical activity? 

□ [1=only students of the educational institution; 2=non-students can use it at certain times; 3=non-students can use all the time; NA=NA]             

 c) If this physical activity space is linked to one of the surveyed NRPs (eg. located within or used by a educational or health institution), please 
provide their NRP IDs below 
 
i………………………………………………….. 
 
ii………………………………………………….. 
 
iii………………………………………………….. 
 
iv………………………………………………….. 
 
v………………………………………………….. 
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7.3 
Interview 

What are the opening times of the physical activity place? [Tick ALL that apply] 

□1=Morning (5am-<11am)                      □ 2=Around noon (11am-<2pm)                     □3=Late afternoon (2pm-<5pm)                           

□ 4=Evening (5-<8pm)                              □5=Night (8-<11pm)                                         □ 6=Late night (11pm-<5am) 

7.4 
Interview 

What are the opening days of the physical activity place? 

□[choose 1-6, as below] 

1=Everyday  (7 days a week)                                           2=Few times per week  (2-6 days a week)            3=Once per week   (1 day per week) 

4=Few days per month (1-3 days per month)              5=Festivals or special occasions only                     6=Seasonal eg. summers 

7.5 
Interview 

Maximum number of workers present at peak times?   
……………………………………… 

7.6 
Interview 

Maximum number of users present at peak times?  
……………………………………… 

7.7 
Measure 

If an open space (playground, park, pond), what are the approximate 
dimensions? 

a) Length (m) ……………………………………           (NA=NA; 999=missing) 

b) Width (m) ……………………………………. 

7.8 
Interview 

Who is this physical activity space mostly used by? [Tick ALL that apply] 

□1=Males                □ 2=Females              □3=Children (less than 18 years)          □ 4=Adults (18-50 years)           □5=Elderly (more than 50 years)                                  

7.9 
Interview 

Are users charged to use this facility? [Tick ALL that apply] 

□1=Free for everyone                                       □ 2=Free for some groups                             □3=Pay per visit              □ 4=Pay by subscription (e.g. monthly)         

□5=Other……………………………………………………………………. 
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7.10 
Interview 
 

If users are charged to use the facility, please give details: 
(NA=NA) 

(i)Type of 
subscription 
[choose cheapest 

available] 

(ii)Minimum cost 
(INR) 

(iii)Maximum cost 
(INR) 

(iv)Length of time 
allowed per visit 
(minutes) 

 (a) Pay per visit     

 (b) Pay by subscription-Weekly 

□ [1=Weekly; 

2=Monthly; 
3=Annual] 

   

 
Services, products and advertisements 
8.1 
Interview 

a)What are the services or products available here? [Tick ALL that apply] 

□1=Gym machines (weights and stretching)    □2=Yoga and stretching (not meditation)    □3=Swimming                              □ 4=Boxing      

□5=Cricket pitch or nets                                      □ 6=Badminton or Volleyball nets                   □ 7=Kabaddi pitch                       □ 8=Football pitch                

□ 9=Other sports pitch                                        □ 10= Common ground used for games           □ 11= Tobacco                               □ 12= Alcohol                           

□ 13= Soft drinks or other sweet drinks            □ 14=Raw foods (e.g. fruits)                              □15 =Ready to eat foods (eg.sweets)                                      

□16=Other……………………………. 
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b) If yes to food or drink, how many shops or vendors are there?  

 
 …………………  NA=NA                                                                                                                          

 
c) For each shop or vendor, please fill out a new “shops selling food,tobacco,alcohol” 
survey, giving it a new NRP ID and noting the IDs . 
 
 (If a survey has already been completed for that shop, find the NRP ID and write it below. 
Remember to add that a physical activity space uses this NRP if not noted already.) 

 
i) _______________________________ 
 
ii) ______________________________ 
 
iii) ______________________________ 
 
iv)______________________________ 
 
v) ______________________________ 

 
 
d) If yes to tobacco, how many shops or vendors are there?  

  
 …………………  NA=NA                                                                                                                          

 
e)For each shop or vendor, please fill out a new “shops selling food,tobacco,alcohol” 
survey, giving it a new NRP ID and noting the IDs . 
 
 (If a survey has already been completed for that shop, find the NRP ID and write it below. 
Remember to add that a physical activity space uses this NRP if not noted already.) 

 
i) _______________________________ 
 
ii) ______________________________ 
iii) ______________________________ 
iv)______________________________ 
v) ______________________________ 

 
 
f) If yes to alcohol, how many shops or vendors are there?  

 
 …………………  NA=NA                                                                                                                          

 
g) For each shop or vendor, please fill out a new “shops selling food,tobacco,alcohol” 
survey, giving it a new NRP ID and noting the IDs . 
 
 (If a survey has already been completed for that shop, find the NRP ID and write it below. 
Remember to add that a physical activity space uses this NRP if not noted already.) 

 
i) _______________________________ 
 
ii) ______________________________ 
iii) ______________________________ 
iv)______________________________ 
v) ______________________________ 
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8.2 
Observation 

Can you see any health messages about the following items (inside the physical activity space) 

(a) Tobacco 

□ [1=No; 2=Yes, poster or sign in the facility; 3= Message on product; 4=Yes, poster or sign in the facility AND message on product] 

(b) Alcohol 

□ [1=No; 2=Yes, poster or sign in the facility; 3= Message on product; 4=Yes, poster or sign in the facility AND message on product] 

(c) Food 

□ [1=No; 2=Yes, poster or sign in the facility; 3= Message on product; 4=Yes, poster or sign in the facility AND message on product] 

(d) Physical 
activity □ [1=No; 2=Yes, poster or sign in the facility] 

(e) General health 

□ [1=No; 2=Yes, poster or sign in the facility] 
(f) Weight loss □ [1=No; 2=Yes, poster or sign in the facility] 

Photographs 
9.1 
Photograph

  

Take picture of the facility from the street (outside), from 3 different 
angles 

Record photograph code  

(i) <Photo ID from camera> (ii)<Date/Time from camera> 

 (a) Directly in front of the facility   

 (b) From the left side of the facility   

 (c) From the right side of the facility   

9.2 
Photograph 

Take picture of the facility from the inside, of 3 different services   

 (a) Service 1 (Type)…………………………………………………………   

 (b) Service 2 (Type)…………………………………………………………   

 (c) Service 3 (Type)…………………………………………………………   

 

 


